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JetStream™
Ionising Air Knife system
for exceptional cleaning performance
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We’ve got the world covered

Outstanding quality as standard

Wherever you are in the world, you’ll find Meech
hard at work, providing a wide range of businesses
with technical expertise. From our headquarters
and technical centre in the UK, our manufacturing
subsidiary in the USA and sales offices in Belgium,
Hungary, China, India and Singapore; we’ve got the
world covered. In fact, our distribution network now
covers over 50 countries, providing easy access to
fully trained, carefully selected Meech distributors,
who can provide in-depth support, wherever you are
based.

We always work to the highest possible quality
standards in everything we do: manufacturing,
customer support and technical know-how. Our
quality management system is certified by BSI to
ISO9001:2015. Products manufactured by Meech are
appropriately certified to international standards.
They carry markings including CE and UL/CSA (CUL),
as well as ATEX and UL “EX” approvals. With so much
to offer, it is no wonder our global user list has grown
to in excess of 7,000 companies.

Meech Offices

Meech Regional Offices

Regions with Meech Representation
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JETSTREAM: AN INTRODUCTION

Unbeatable performance,
unrivalled efficiency
The Meech JetStream ionising air knife system is
more than just a piece of equipment; it’s a
world-leading solution for contamination removal.
Capable of being used in a diverse range of
applications – both large and small – JetStream’s
unique technology provides ultimate performance
combined with outstanding energy efficiency.
Better still, JetStream comes from Meech:
a leader in the field, with years of experience gained
around the world to give you the perfect solution
every time.

Product Quality
In manufacturing industries, one of the least
understood challenges to product quality and
efficiency is the generation of static. Electrostatic
attraction and resulting product contamination is
the principle cause of high reject rates (typically 1030%).
JetStream systems eliminate surface static charge
and are proven to:





Increase FTP rates
Stabilise FTP rates (smoothing JIT requirements)
Improve “start of week” dirt levels
Require lower maintenance than alternatives

Each of the above points leads to higher profitability
and more manageable production yields.
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 Blower Driven Air Knife Systems, i.e. JetStream
 Compressed Air Curtain, i.e. Meech Hyperion

Continuous Blade of Ionised Air
With JetStream, you can forget “striping” problems
associated with compressed air nozzles. Our solution
delivers a balanced, continuous blade of ionised air
for totally consistent performance.

959IPS
 “Fishtail” Compressed Air Nozzles (typically

retro-fitted with ionising bars)
JetStream has several benefits over the other
airblow system styles:
Better performance
The Meech JetStream ionising air knife system’s key
advantages include better energy efficiency and
cleaning performance. If you want proof, simply
compare our solutions to alternatives such as
compressed air curtains and nozzles or specialist
systems such as ostrich feather units. JetStream wins
time after time.
Proven in Practice
Our experience with many different applications
means that Meech JetStream ionising air knife
systems are used in a wide range of industries
throughout the world. So, whatever problem you
face, the chances are that we’ve already solved it.
Energy Efficient
The JetStream system is blower driven and requires
dramatically less energy to run than a comparable
compressed air system. Energy savings of 70-90% are
commonplace.

High Volume and Pressure of Air
Both high air pressure and high air volume are
key factors in cleaning performance. Compressed
air systems provide high pressure but insufficient
volume to remove contamination efficiently.
The JetStream system provides both – without
compromise.

JETSREAM : AN INTRODUCTION

There are 3 types of airblow system that are typically
installed:

AC IONISING BLOWERS & AIR CURTAINS

Benefits of JetStream

Rapid Return on Investment
Although the initial investment in a JetStream system
may be higher, the lifetime cost of ownership is
substantially lower. Energy savings and productivity
improvements deliver a rapid payback (usually much
less than 12 months). JetStream systems are also
less expensive in terms of both capital and running
cost than equivalent ostrich feather systems. This
means that, as well as better performance and
energy efficiency, JetStream offers outstanding value
for money.
Easy Maintenance
The last thing you need is a system that requires
constant attention. Unique design characteristics
that are built into JetStream greatly simplify
maintenance procedures compared to alternative
systems. As a result, your productivity is always
optimised.

Optimised Cleaning Performance
JetStream provides an ionised airflow which is
essential for optimum cleaning performance.
Ionised air will break the electrostatic bonds holding
contaminants to the surface, enabling effective
removal and preventing re-attraction.
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DESIGNED TO PERFORM
Unique Design Benefits
We’ve put everything we know about static control
and air technology into JetStream to provide
unrivalled cleaning performance. The JetStream
System is powered by a high pressure fan unit
that provides air to the unique “Tear Drop” profile
manifold/s. The laminar blade of air is then
accurately directed, with minimal air turbulence,
through a preset slot in the manifold on to the
target.
The JetStream ionising air knife is constructed from
hard anodised aluminium and stainless steel, making
it suitable for use in most environments. Based on
our unrivalled experience, we have included several
unique features in the design.
 Integral twin ionising bars provide superior
ionisation performance whilst minimising
maintenance.
 Air entrainment deflectors minimise the volume
of potentially contaminated ambient air that is
entrained by the air knife and blown on to the
target substrate.
 Large plenum ensures even delivery of the
airflow along the length of the air knife.
 Inner profile gives a highly efficient air flow.
 Adjustable air exit slot (standard 3mm)
 Optional manifold air feed location for
applications where installation height is
restricted.

Conventional Air Knife

Single
external
ionising bar
Contaminated
airflow

JetStream Air Knife

Air
entrainment
deflectors
Clean airflow

Considerate inner
profile gives high
coefficient of
discharge

Large plenum ensures
even delivery of air
over long manifolds
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Twin integral
ionising bars

Adjustable slot width
High velocity laminar
blade of clean air
Returns help prevent
entrainment of potentially
dirty air

DEVELOPED FOR INDUSTRY

Photo courtesy of Honda of the UK Manufacturing Ltd

Industries and Applications
Meech JetStream solutions are trusted across a diverse range of industries and applications:
Industry

Application Example

Automotive

Applications are focused on the removal of contaminants (dust, dirt and fibres)
to improve paint quality and increase first time pass rates. JetStream ionising air
knife systems are used prior to the painting of car, van and truck bodies as well as
components such as bumpers, wing mirrors and spoilers.

Beverage/Food Cans

Traditional practice is to clean the insides of cans with sterilising fluid prior to
filling. This is energy inefficient, requiring large volumes of fluid to be recycled.
Sterile, ionised air from a JetStream system achieves the same result with much
greater energy efficiency.

Composite Material

Dust contamination can be a major issue in the manufacture of composite
material structures such as honeycombs. JetStream ionising air knife systems that
include an extraction unit enable the highest quality standards to be achieved.

Plastic Parts

The achievement of high quality levels and low scrap rates require that the
surface to be painted is free of contamination and static charge prior to painting.
This is easily accomplished with a JetStream ionising air knife system.
Dust contamination can result in poor print quality, high reject levels and
frequent line stoppages to clean printing blankets. Installation of a JetStream
ionising air knife system enables easy dust removal, leading to improved quality
and increased productivity

Sheet Glass

Cut glass sheets are typically stacked for storage prior to shipping and a powder
is applied to the sheet surfaces to allow easy separation. A JetStream ionising
air knife system will remove any remaining glass swarf and permit an even
application of powder to reduce the risk of surface damage.
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JETSTREAM SYSTEMS

System Design

System Enhancements: Profiling

Due to the varying natures of the customers
we serve and the industries which they belong
to, requirement for the JetStream may vary
considerably. JetStream ionising air knife systems are
tailored to meet the specific needs of each individual
customer and application. The range of system
components includes:

JetStream can be designed to include a number
of profiling enhancements to suit the specific
application:

 JetStream Manifold with Ionisers: overall length
from 200mm. Available with Ex (ATEX) rated
ionising bar option and either top or end air inlet
positions.
 Blowers: energy efficient blowers deliver a high
pressure and volume of air. Blower control can be
a simple on/off button or an inverter for energy
saving and accurate regulation of airflow.
 Extraction Unit: removes circulated air and
contamination.
 Filtration: inlet filtration or inline filtration, rated
to 5 micron.
 Silencing: inlet/outlet blower silencer and
acoustic enclosure options to control noise levels
to as low as 70dBA.
 Control Panels: Blower, Ionisation and Profiling.
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 Fixed: allows manual adjustment of the air knives
and is best suited to applications where the part
to be cleaned is consistently presented on a jig.
 Position Profiling: suited to applications where
the part to be cleaned is presented consistently
but requires more than one surface to be
cleaned. The air knives move through a preset
number of positions to provide optimum dust
removal.
 Real Time Profiling: the air knives move over
the total component shape at approximately
100 - 150mm distance from the surface to
provide the best possible static neutralisation
and contamination removal. Real time profiling is
commonly used on vehicle production lines.

JETSTREAM SYSTEMS

System Enhancements: Extraction
JetStream ionising air knife systems can include
extraction to capture contaminants blown from the
target surface:
 Re-circulating: closed systems that re-circulate
the air by blowing and extracting. They include
inline filtration and are ideal for applications
where maintenance of air flow balance is
important.
 Non Re-circulating: contaminated air is extracted,
filtered and exhausted to the atmosphere.
Typical applications are where components to be
cleaned are presented on a conveyor.
 Non Re-circulating with extraction: comprises
2 separate fan systems; airblow and extraction.
Air is drawn from the plant and extracted to the
atmosphere (after filtration).

Customer Service
& Commissioning
Installation and Commissioning
You’re in safe hands with Meech. We offer a full
range of installation and commissioning services,
including full project management, working
alongside your own engineering team and
supervising your approved contractors.
Service
Meech offer continued support, following the
installation of the JetStream and are on hand to
provide practical, applicable advise, which will
ensure improved productivity.
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CUSTOMER TESTIMONIALS

Photo courtesy of Bailey of Bristol

JetStream: Saving time and money
Customer: Big Bear Plastic Products Ltd
From children’s slides and sandpits to industrial
packaging and caravan panels, Big Bear Plastic
Products Ltd is at work 24/7 manufacturing a huge
range of products for a wide variety of industries.
Benefit: JetStream ionising air knife systems installed
at the Big Bear factory have helped improve quality,
productivity and profitability.
Case Study: When Big Bear reviewed their working
practices a number of areas were identified where
procedures could be made more efficient and the
quality of product preparation improved to reduce
rejects.
One area targeted for improvement was the
company’s large CNC machine, used to trim two
caravan panels simultaneously. Swarf cuttings left by
the rotor head were having to be removed manually.
This was extremely difficult and time consuming
as the cuttings had high levels of static charge.
Consequently, as soon as the cuttings were rubbed
off the panels, they were attracted again by static.
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Meech engineers were called in and advised that
two JetStream systems would solve the problem. The
JetStream ionising air knife systems neutralised the
static charge on the panels and the cuttings simply
fell to the floor.
Big Bear were so pleased with the results, they
purchased another system to address similar
problems they were having with contamination
on blank pieces of plastic going into their rotary
thermoformer, the largest in Europe. The installation
of the JetStream system solved both the quality
control and process time problems that the company
previously faced.

“Now, thanks to the JetStream systems,
contamination is no longer a major quality
issue. Installation of the systems has saved the
company both time – in terms of less man-hours to
complete the processes – and money in terms of no
compressed air and fewer rejects.”
Works Engineer, Big Bear Plastic Products Ltd

CUSTOMER TESTIMONIALS
Photo courtesy of Honda of the UK Manufacturing Ltd

JetStream: Driving quality forward
Customer: Honda of the UK Manufacturing Ltd
(HUM)
HUM was established on a 370 acre site in Swindon,
Wiltshire in 1985. Car production commenced in
No 1 Car Plant in 1992 with an annual capacity of
150,000 vehicles. The capacity was expanded to
250,000 cars per year with the opening of No 2 Car
Plant in 2001. HUM produces Civic and CR-V models
for supply to the markets in the UK, Europe, Middle
East, and Africa.
The Plastics Operations Department at HUM moulds
and paints plastic car bumpers for both new vehicles
and the body repair aftermarket. Every day,
approximately 900 bumpers are produced and
painted.

The Meech JetStream ionising air knife system is
installed at the start of the bumper paint procedure
to clean and neutralise the bumpers before they
undergo the primer application stage. The unique
design of the JetStream system ensures that dirt
does not re-circulate and re-contaminate painted
bumpers.

“Reliability has never been an issue. The JetStream
system always runs smoothly and does its job,
ensuring our ability to build high quality bumpers.”
Plastics Operations Manager, Honda of the UK Manufacturing
Ltd

Benefit: JetStream ensures high quality bumpers.
Case Study: After arriving from injection moulding,
bumpers are covered in particles and other
manufacturing deposits left over from the process.
To compound the problem, the static charge that
is inherent in plastic products causes more dirt
to be attracted to the surface. Bumpers need to
be thoroughly cleaned and neutralised before
undergoing painting.
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CUSTOMER TESTIMONIALS
Photo courtesy of RPC Containers Ltd

JetStream: Boosting productivity
Customer: RPC Containers Ltd
The RPC Group is Europe’s leading manufacturer
of rigid plastic packaging and is unique in offering
products made by all three main conversion
processes, blow moulding, injection moulding
and thermoforming. The company has over 40
autonomous sites in 12 countries, employing more
than 6,500 people.
Benefit: RPC Containers needed to improve
productivity on their container print line. A
JetStream ionising air knife system helped them
surpass their aim.
Case Study: Using injection moulding techniques,
RPC Containers in Oakham, UK manufactures open
top containers for food and industrial markets.
Products include food quality buckets and plastic
paint cans and pails for international names such as
Histor and ICI Dulux.
Once moulded, the containers are transferred to the
print finish line where they are decorated according
to each customer’s exact specifications. It is here
that a JetStream system, housed in an enclosure,
has been installed to improve productivity. RPC
needed to reduce the frequency with which the
line had to be stopped to clean the printing blanket.
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Stoppages were occurring as often as 12 times per
hour and were caused by dust contamination which
meant that the paint would not apply properly to
the containers.
JetStream solved the problem immediately. The
JetStream system blows a stream of ionised air over
the containers, neutralising the static charge and
removing contamination from the surface, allowing
perfect print finish results. Free from static, the
containers no longer attract dust. The contaminated
air is then extracted from the enclosure and passed
through an inline filtration unit before being
re-circulated through the JetStream ionising air
knives.

“Results have been dramatic. Since the
installation of the JetStream system we have seen
a significant drop in the number of times we have
to stop the line. It has certainly helped to improve
productivity and has made the whole process more
efficient.”
Senior Development Engineer, RPC Containers Ltd

CUSTOMER TESTIMONIALS
Photo courtesy of Jaguar Cars Ltd

JetStream: Creating the perfect finish
Customer: Visteon UK Ltd
Visteon UK Ltd is a Tier 1 automotive supplier, which
manufactures consoles, instrument clusters and
panels for many of the world’s leading automotive
companies.
Benefit: To ensure that its painted plastic interior
parts are of the highest possible standard, Visteon’s
robotic paint line has had a Meech JetStream
ionising air knife system installed from day one.
Case Study: The robotic paint line at the Visteon
factory runs 24/7 and, in order to meet the exacting
standards of their customers including prestigious
names such as Jaguar and Land Rover, both the
quality of the finished product and the efficiency of
the line are paramount.

As the moulded plastic parts travel along the line,
the JetStream system automatically neutralises any
static charge and blows off any foreign particles
clinging to the surface. This ensures that the interior
surface of the component is static free and clear
of any dust or fibre contamination before it goes
through the robotic spraying process.

“The JetStream system was installed when the paint
line was first set up and – as we are working 24/7
– it has proved to be both robust and reliable. It is
a vital part of our quality control procedure and is
a major contributor in keeping our reject numbers
extremely low.”
Paint Facility Engineer, Visteon UK Ltd

When Visteon were designing and building their
paint line, they knew they wanted to use the best
possible solutions available at every stage of the
process.
The company called in Meech engineers who
advised that a JetStream ionising air knife system be
installed just inside the paint booth.
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Dimensions : mm[inches]

JetStream 0-600mm Effective
Ionisation:
•
2 x 914 Bars at Effective, No stud, each 914 bar with 2000 [78,7] Cable as standard
•
1 x 905 Power supply included

Overall = Effective + 6mm
X = Effective / 2
Effective = Customer Specific
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Dimensions : mm[inches]

JetStream 601-1200mm Effective
Ionisation:
•
2 x 914 Bars at Effective, No stud, each 914 bar with 2000 [78,7] Cable as standard
•
1 x 905 Power supply included

Overall = Effective + 6mm
X = Effective / 4
Effective = Customer Specific
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Dimensions : mm[inches]

JetStream 1201-1800mm Effective
Ionisation:
•
2 x 914 Bars at Effective, No stud, each 914 bar with 2000 [78,7] Cable as standard
•
1 x 905 Power supply included

Overall = Effective + 6mm
X = Effective / 6
Effective = Customer Specific
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Dimensions : mm[inches]

JetStream 1801-2400mm Effective
D

2

Ionisation:
•
2 x 914 Bars at Effective, No stud, each 914 bar with 2000 [78,7] Cable as standard
•
2 x 905 Power supply included

Overall = Effective + 6mm
X = Effective / 8
Effective = Customer Specific
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All you need, from the
best in the business
Meech is also a leading provider of:
 Industrial Static Control Systems – Eliminating unwanted
static or creating a controlled static charge in industrial
processes can increase productivity, reduce waste and
enhance quality.
 W
 eb Cleaning Systems – Typically used within the printing
and packaging industries to remove contamination, improve
print quality and increase productivity.
 M
 AT Air Technology Equipment - Industrial compressed air
products that are energy efficient, reduce noise levels, cut
costs and provide efficient cooling.
 S urface Cleaning Systems - IonWash, IonRinse and JetStream
Air Knife Systems – Energy efficient 3D surface cleaning
systems that are used for contamination and surface
moisture removal.

Meech International

Meech Static Eliminators USA Inc

Meech Elektrostatik SA

Meech CE

Tel: +44 (0)1993 706700
Fax: +44 (0)1993 776977
email: sales@meech.com

Tel: +1 330 564 2000 / 1 800 232 4210
Fax: +1 330 564 2005
email: info@meech.com

Tel.: +49 (0)6555 3733 399
+32 (0)80 670 204
Fax: +32 (0)80 862 821
email: mesa@meech.com

Tel: +36 1 7977039
	 +36 30 2803334
email: ce@meech.com

Meech Static Eliminators
(Shanghai) Co. Ltd

Meech Shavotech

Meech International
(Singapore) Pte. Ltd.

7G, 7F, LP Tower
#25 Xiangfeng Road
201103 Shanghai
China

29/2, Kharadi
Off Pune-Nagar Road
On Old Kharadi Mundhwa Road
Pune : 411014 , Maharashtra
India

Tel: +86 400 820 0102
Fax: +86 21 6405 7736
email: china@meech.com

Tel: +91 (0)703 093 8211 / +91 (0)741 000 4817
Fax: +91 (080) 28395963
email: india@meech.com

2 Network Point
Range Road, Witney
OX29 0YN, UK
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